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Cursing Time Is Of Three Types  
 By Shaykh Muḥammad Ibn Ṣāliḥ al-‘Uthaymīn (رمحه هللا) 

	

Translated by Abū Ḥakīm Bilāl Davis (حفظه هللا) 
 

Shaykh Ibn ‘Uthaymīn was asked concerning the ruling of cursing time and he 

responded: 

Cursing time is categorised into three types: 

1. That one merely intends to inform (of something occurring on that day) without 

blaming time, such as saying “we are exhausted from the severe heat of this day or 

its cold” or its like, since one’s actions are by intentions and this is sound to be used 

merely to inform. 

From this category is the statement of Lūṭ (when the angels came to him and he 

presumed the township would want to carry out acts of lewdness with them): 

َذا يـَْوٌم َعِصيب  هَٰ

“This is a distressful day”1 

2. That a person curses time with the belief that time is the doer, that is to say, he 

curses time believing that time changes affairs from good to bad etc. This is major 

shirk since it is to believe that there is a creator other than Allāh, because he 

                                       
1 Sūrah Hūd 11: 77 
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attributes the occurrence of affairs to other than Allāh. Indeed, anyone who 

believes that there is a creator besides Allāh, just as if anyone were to believe that 

there is a deity besides Allāh that deserves to be worshipped, then he is a kāfir. 

3. That he curses time believing that Allāh is the doer, but he curses it due to the 

fact that these things that are disliked to him have occurred within it. Thus, this is 

ḥarām but it does not reach the level of shirk (since it opposes the compulsory ṣabr 

one should have). This is due to the fact that him cursing time is either because he 

believes time is the doer which is shirk, or he believes Allāh is the doer in reality, in 

which case he in actuality curses Allāh since Allāh is the one that arranges affairs 

within it and there occurs within it that which He intends from good or evil. Thus, it 

is not time that does these things (in reality), therefore his curse in reality returns 

back to Allāh. This is ḥarām but not considered shirk because he has not cursed Allāh 

directly. 2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       
2 Sharḥ Kitāb al-Tawḥīd (2/351-352) 


